Training Opportunity for
Non-Business Academics
& Researchers in Cyprus

Why should academics and researchers
learn about entrepreneurship?

The ENTRANCE
Project

Entrepreneurial education
provides individuals with the
ability
to
recognise
commercial
opportunities
and
to
develop
the
knowledge and skills to act
on them. Also, through
entrepreneurial
activities
young people enhance their
self‐esteem, learn how to
recognise market gaps,
commercialise a concept,
manage
resources
and
initiate a business venture.

ENTRANCE is an Erasmus+
funded project that aims to
develop the entrepreneurial
and innovative mindset of
young researchers and
academics with no business
background.

If you are currently conducting
your PhD and the idea of
exploring the entrepreneurial
world sounds interesting, then
this training programme is for
you!

Entrepreneurship education
is not limited to start-ups,
innovative ventures and new
jobs. It is a key competence
for all, helping young people
to be more creative and selfconfident in whatever they
undertake.
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The European Commission's support for the
production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents,
which reflect the views only of the authors, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information
contained therein.

Business

Benefits from this training for young
researchers/academics
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Preparing young researchers for entrepreneurship has
become a key strategic objectiveL in
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based economy, to assure the sustained growth of
successful businesses, that can keep pace with the
ever-increasing innovation speed and pressure. As
ideas are the origin of every successful innovation,
researchers and students must be trained to
systematically open their mindsets to generate and
structure ideas with high innovation potential.
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Innovative and viable business ideas are more likely to
arise from technical, scientific and creative studies.
Thus, the real challenge is making entrepreneurship
education accessible to all students by creating
teams to develop and exploit business ideas, mixing
students from economic and business studies with
students from other faculties and with different
backgrounds.

Through the ENTRANCE you will gain the
following benefits:
Understand how other researchers in the same
field as you have utilised their research work in
the business world
Enrich your curriculum with real market and
business examples and make your courses
more industry-oriented.
Assist your students to explore other career
options and become more innovative, creative
and entrepreneurial
Develop your entrepreneurial and innovative
way of thinking
Understand how academia and the industry
can work together effectively for the benefit
of the economy and the society

Business

In this course, you will learn how to:
Understand the key skills that entrepreneurs need
to succeed
Develop innovative business ideas based on your
existing research work
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Understand key entrepreneurial concepts, like
value proposition, product-market fit, lean startup methodology and Business Model Canvas
Generate innovative business ideas utilising the
Business Model Canvas tool

Uncover the power of digital and AI tools
for marketing activities
Pitch your innovative business idea in front
of investors.

The systematic approach of ENTRANCE can be
considered a key facilitator towards helping
researchers to generate, structure and assess new
business ideas related to technology-based
products and service solutions.
There are only 20 seats available in Cyprus for the
pilots that will be implemented.

To register for the ENTRANCE pilots, click here:
https://bit.ly/3L2RPgW
To learn more about the ENTRANCE project,
click here: https://entranceproject.eu/
For more information:
Mrs. Christina Achilleos,
Head of Erasmus+ Unit,
GrantXpert Consulting
(c.achilleos@grantxpert.eu)

Training Sessions:
04/07, (09:00-12:00): Introductory session
(EUC campus)
05/07, 09:00-12:00 (EUC campus)
06/07, 09:00-12:00 (via Zoom)
11/07, 10:00-12:00 (via ZOOM)
All costs related to the implementation of these
training seminars are covered by the ENTRANCE
project.
All participants will receive an EU certificate for
the completion of the course.

